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Private Health InsuranceChanges

Thank You forthe opportunity to comment 90_I^^. r^_91the proposed legislation to transfer the
functions of the Private Health Insurance Administration Council(PHIAC)to the Australian
PrudentialRegulation Authority (APRA)

Private Healthcare Australia is the Australian private health insurance industry's peak
representative bodythatrepresents 21 health funds throughoutAustralia and collectively
coversapproximately 97% of the private health insurance industry. Private health insurance
today provides healthcare benefits for over 13 million Australians

Our goalis toensure that private health insurance members receive the best possible
healthcare arthe best possible prices

The exposure draft material introduces significant uncertainty for no proposed gain to either
the industry orits members. In fact, the exposure draft materialis likely to increase costs for
private health insurers, which must be passed on to members through premium increases.

The exposuredraft material represents a fundamentalshiftin the prudentialregulation of the
Australian private health insurance industry by including the industry as part of the financial
system for prudentialregulatory purposes. iris vital that the industry is given the opportunity to
fully understand the proposed changes and provide inputon them beforethe changes come
into effect.

The policy decision was to move the PHIACfunctionstoAPRAto reduce costsand regulation
However the proposed Billgoes much further than this and proposes to regulate the private
health insurance industry as part of the Australian financial services industry.

Weare particularly concerned that there is little or no explanation of why the individual
changes in the proposed Billare thoughtto be necessary and howthey are likely to affectthe
industry and its members

Itseems incongruousforthe industry to onlyseeone small partofthe package, with very short
responsetimeframes, 5 months before the changes are due to take effect. In fact, we
understand that iris unprecedented forthe entire prudentialregulation of an industry to
change within such shorttimeframes,

We are concerned that the exposure draft material will resultin increased industry regulation,
contrary to the Government's stated objective to reduce red tape and regulation. Given that
there is no proposed reduction in the levyon the industry, we query whether the proposed Bill
as currently drafted willfulfilthe Government's objectives
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It is importantto note that the Australian private health insurance has had no majorindustry
failures to thedetrimentofconsumers. Therefore, the currentregulation is working and no
additional regulation is warranted. In fact, ifanything. regulation should reduce NOT increase.

We note that a key objective of the Australian Department of Health is to create better health
and wellbeingforAustralians. It is important to align the prudentialregulation of private health
insurance with these coregoalsforthe Australian health system and anychanges should be
structured to increase the health and wellbeingofAustralians.

We request fullconsultation on the fullpackageofchangeswell beforetheycome into effect.
This would include allthe documents listed below and sufficienttimeto read, understand,
discuss and incorporate feedback internally and with the various Government departments
involved. A fairer timeframe would involve consultation now for introduction in early 2016, with
changes applying from I July2016

We understand that the transfer of PHIAC'sfunctions to APRA will include the following
regulatory changes:

. transitional provisions-notevailableforanal SISandcomment;

. provisionsto ensure no chan es will take effect before IJu1 2016'- notavailablefor

.

anal SISand comment.

a regulatory impactstatementto explain the changes and howlhey will affect
Government administration of the industry, including costs to the industry and members
and the industry's goals of providing accessto the best possible care at the best possible
prices ~ not available for anal sis and comment.
changes to the Private/./eelth insuranceAct2007- notavailable forenal sis and
comment;

changes to the relevant PI/Vate Health/nsurancePu/es- not available for anal sis and
comment;

APRA's proposed regulatory Standards - notavailable for anal sis and comment.
fullexplanatory material that details the proposed changes, why they are considered
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necessary, how they differ from currentregu ation, etc - not avaiableforanal SIS and
comment;

Rules that willsit under the proposed Bill - not available for anal SIS and comment. and
. the proposed Bill

his verydifficulttoprovidecommentsononeisg!a^^of this packageofchangeswithout
accesstothecompietepackage.

The stated purpose of the changes is to achieve cost savings. However, there is no explanation
of whatthe expected cost savings are, or how these will be achieved. The cost of the levyon
the industry will not change, despite staffing cuts in PHIAC.

The materials released for consultation do notgive the industry an opportunity to understand
what changes are being proposed, compared to the currentregulatory regime orwhythose
individual changes are proposed.

The Medibankprospectus, released on 25 November 2014 by the Australian Governmentstates"Asatthe
Prospectus Date. APRA has notdetermined its approachto prudentialregulation of the PHIindustr/except
that it does notintend to make anychangestotheexistingcapitaland solvency standardsfor private health
insurers before I July 2016. "



The current exposure material does not provide details about somefundamental aspects of
private health insurance industry regulation or how its regulation will be affected, including

. premiumchangeprocess;
o currentstandardoperatingprocedures issued by PHIACaftersubstantialindustry

consultation;

. industry analysis performed by PHIAC but notyetfinalisedorpublished;

. annual report on insurers - which has been published every Yearfor 40 Years and should
be published every Year by December;

o state of the health funds report - which would probably better fit under the PHIAC/APRA
role;

. riskequalisation;and

. reporting'industrystatistics

We asked these questions during the consultation sessions. The Treasury, the Department of
Health and APRAare unable to provide clarity on these issues, as much of the necessary detail
has not been finalised. It is concerning that the scope of the changes seem to not be fully
comprehended byeitherthe new northe old regulator, just a fewshort months before the
changes are proposed to take effect

Given that we have access to only part of the package, our current comments are interim in
nature. We lookforward to receiving the rest of the package of regulatory changes so that we
can provide you with our full comments and feedback.

We have structured our interim feedback asfollows

. general comments - these comments coverthe regulatory change package as a whole;
and

. comments on specific clauses of the Exposure Draft Bill- detailed in Attachment One
General Comments

The Billfundamentally changes the regulation of private health insurancesQingforward and
therefore requires full consultation with sufficienttimeforeveryoneto understand the
changes andtheirimplications.

LackofConsultation and OverI Short Timeframes

It is disappointing that Government has only chosen to release for consultation one small part
of the proposed changes to the prudentialregulation of the private health insurance industry
Weare informed that someotheraspectsofthechange may(ormaynot) be released for
consultation separately. !fthey are released, we understand the timeframesforreading,
understanding them and providing comments will be significantly less than the current
13 business days

The exposure draft material is a profound shiftin the prudentialregulation of private health
insurers. Currently, private health insurers are regulated as part of the health industry. The
exposure draft material proposes to regulate private health insurance as a financial service. As
discussed further below, the private health insurance industry hasseverallegalobligatbns that
make it verydifferentfromfinancialservices, including a jackofrisk rating business decisionsin
relation to members, guaranteed portability, community rating a collapsed insurer Iewand risk
equalisation.
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Despite this fundamentalshift, there has been a disappointing lackofindustry consultation
The industry has not been consulted on whether itshould be regulated as a financial service
The industry has not been provided with an overview of the proposed changes to prudential
regulation and howthese will affectthe industry, its operationsand members.

In fact, the only consultation 1sthe current exposure material, which has been presented in
isolation from the whole new regulatory package and does not explain whyorhow the new
regime will apply to private health insurers, or how it differsfrom the current regulation. We
have been given lessthan 13 business daysto provideourcomments. We have not been
provided with the consequentialamendments, ortheamendmentsto the currentActs and
Rules, which would help us better understand the proposed changes from the currentregime

The new regulatory regime is proposed to occurin two stages
I. Transfer PHIACfunctions to APRAfrom I July 2015. We have been advised that there will

be no changes to the prudentialsupervision of the industry untill July2016. However, we
are alsotold that there will need to be some changes to accommodate the newActand
structure. We lookforward to receiving an explanation of these changes and whythey are
necessary.

2. NewAPRAregimefrom IJuty2016. We havebeen promised thetanychangesto
prudentialregulation of the industry will involve extensive industry consultation.
However, we have also been told that some changes are non-negotiable, asAPRA needs
to align its regulation acrossthe industries that mregulates. As noted elsewhere, we have
not been provided with explanations of why the individual changes are thoughtto be
necessary

We are concerned that the industry is beingsubjected to two changes in its prudential
regulation in less than twelve monthswith minimal consultation and notice of whatthe changes
will be and why. APRA has stated that the first stage will involve changes. The second stage
must also involve changes

!in 11cations of Treatin Private Health Insuranceas a Financial Service

Currently, private health insurance is part of the Australian health system. The Bill, however,
proposes to regulate the private health insurance industry as part of the Australian financial
services sector. This is a substantial change to the way the industry will be regulated and is likely
to have flow-on effects to private health insurersand the premiumstheir members pay. In
particular, it is likely to increase the costs of doing business as a private health insurer and
thereforeflow-on to premium increases

In contrast, it is commonly acknowledged that private health insurance is not partofthe
Australian financial sector.

BY treating private health insurance as a financial service, the Billincreases regulation of the
private health insurance sector. This appears incongruousgiven that there have been no
systemic marketorregulatoryfailurestothe detriment of consumers in the private health
Insurance sector. On the other hand, the financial services sector has experienced several high
profile failures.

We are concerned that there is little explanation of whythe individual changes (such as treating
private health insurance as a financial product) are proposed and a lackofexp!oretion of how
these changes may impactthe private health insurance industry, its members and its
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fundamental tenets, e. g. community rating. Aligning regulation with that of other insurance
types and the financial services sector does notrecognisethat unlike rivate health insurers
organisations in other insuranceforms and banking risk rate their decisions to provide
insurance and/or other financial services to particularindividuals. Other insurance types also
have reinsurance and underwriting. Unlike other insurancetypes, private health insurance also
has a collapsed insurance levy, risk equalisation, portability amongother issues

This increase in regulation is at odds with the Government's stated intention to cutred tape
and remove and streamline unnecessary regulation.
Increased Re ulation and Increased Red Ta e

The Government's stated intention is to cutred tape and remove and streamline unnecessary
regulation. However, the impactofthe movefrom PHIAC to APRA will increase red tape on both
the industry and affected government departmentsand regulators

Between now and I July2015, the entire health insurance Industry (as wellas affected
governmentsdepartments and regulators) - a significant number of peopleand resources - will
need to spend time reviewing a suite of draftlegislation, rules, standards as well as new
associated legislation that does not currently apply to the industry. In addition, the industry will
need to consider and action the resulting business impacts

Untill July 2015, the industry will be forced into an ongoing cycle of reviewing potential
amendments to that legislation, standards and rules, and considering and actioningthe
resulting business impact of those changes

This comes at a significant costin terms of time and resources, distracting the attention of
management and Boardsfrom the corefunctions of private health insurance -improving the
health outcomes and cost of health management of Australians.

The explanation we have received for manyofthe changes is a perceived need toensureAPRA
aligns regulation to make it easier forthem to regulate and achieve potential cost savings.
There is no explanation howthe changes relate to these potential cost savings - we note
however that thereare nocost savings forthe industry in the foreseeable future and ultimately
there will be less transparency in costrecovery than currently existsfor PHIAC.

We are concerned that both the industry's resources and the Government'sresourcesare
being diverted from "creating better health and wellbeingfor Australians". Given that there are
currently no projected savings forthe industry from the changes, but rather increased
regulatory costsforthe foreseeablefuture, we query whether the mooted changes are
necessary

Financial Sector Collection of Data Act

We understand that the Fibanc/;elsector(Oof/ect/briofData)Act(CODAct) will be broadened
to apply to private health insurance. This is more complexthan simply setting outreporting
requirements under thenewAPRA Rules

The COD Actonlyapplies to a small number of APRA-regulated sectors and currently excludes
the following sectors:

. approved deposittakinginstitutions;

. lifeinsurance;and

. generalinsurance.
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In factthe COD Act only seems to apply to finance bodies, investment banks and financial
sector business subsidiaries. ' It is inappropriate to extend this Actto private health insurance
given a lack of similarities between private health insurance and thesectors regulated by the
CODAct

Including private health insurance in the smallnumber of sectors governed by the COD Act
appears to run counter to division of Ministerial responsibilities in the proposed Bill. Under the
proposed Bill, the Treasurer(the Minister under the CODAct) has the power to make
determinations regarding prudentialregulation alone for private health insurance. All other
policymaking powersfor private health insurance remain with the Minister for Health. However,
the objects of the CODAct(section 3) enable the collection of information to assist the
"Minister to makefinancial policy". It seems inappropriate to empowerAPRA to collect private
health insurance information that does notrelatetothe prudentialregulation of private health
insurers. The responsibility to collect general private health insurance information resides with
the Minister for Health. Any additional powers will result in duplication and additional regulation
and redtape

References to the CODActshould be removed from the Exposure Draftand replaced with a
section stating what data the industry needstosupply. Asection, rather than a whole new Act,
is farsimplerand involves less red tape than applying a whole newActtothe industry
Penalties and Defences

From the limited information available to us, it appears that proposed Billis likely to result in
Increased regulation forthe industry. Due to significant directorliabilities outlined in the
proposed Bill, directors will seek additional assurances that compliance is achieved and this will
likely often resultin additional unnecessary compliance costs for internal complianceand
regulatory systems. This will add an unnecessary overlayofcompliance costsforlittle
additional value/benefitto the organisation and/or policyholder/consumer benefit
It is essential for private health insurers to be able to attract and maintain directors and other
officers of high calibre, withoutthe disincentive of an overly onerous liability regime being
imposed,

We are concerned that the Billremoves the current procedural fairness defences for failing to
comply with regulation, for example ifthe insurer is not notified of a requirement, ora change in
requirement. In addition, the Bill does notrequire APRA to notify insurers, e. g. s92. This may
mean that when APRA provides a direction to a particularinsurer, but does notnotifythat
insurer, the insurer has no defencefor non-compliance with a direction it never knew about. As
discussed at the 16'' January industry consultation session, this result seems to run counter to
natural justice.

Strictliabilityoffences should be removed and a materialitythreshold should apply for all
breaches - this simple change will help reducethecompliance burden on industry and the
administrative burden on Government, by ensuring that time is not spenton non-material
breaches.

All penalties for failure to comply should specify that penalties can only be applied after
notification has been provided and a reasonable period of time has elapsed
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Levies

We note that oneofthe Government'sstated aimsformovingthe regulatory roleofPHIACto
APRA is to "remove duplication and reduce imposton industry. "' However, the Exposure Draft
Bill does notreducethe industry levy, but rather proposes to continue previous increases. In
addition, contrary to the Government's increased efficiency dividend, the Exposure Draft
material proposes to index the levy's cap by the Consumer Price Index plus an unexplained
amount of 0.03. The levy should continueto be linked to the actual costs of regulating the
industry and the actual number of policies issued by the industry, overseen by the Minister for
Health, rather than CPI and an arbitrary number.

Given that the costs of running PHIAC are known, andthe proposed PHIAC staffing reductions
are also known, we would expecttosee a cost saving forthe industry of the changed regulatory
environment. According to the public PHIACannualreport, the Iewshould reduce by over
$1 million to reflect staffand Councilreductions - proposed backoffice efficiencies would
increase this saving.

Prudential regulation of the industry is funded by the industry. The proposed Bill will
substantially increase penalties for late payment of these levies, from a maximum of 15% to a
flat 20%, In addition, the proposed Billremoves current protectionsforinsurers that allows
waiver of the late payment penalty. Under the proposed Bill, a simple bank error could resultin
insurers paying a substantial penalty with no room forthe penalty to be waived

Given the Government's intention to better align industry regulation, the General Interest
Charge, at the regulator'sdiscretion, would seem a more appropriate penalty for late payment
Timeframes for Prudential Re ulation Chan es

To help provide certainty forthe industry, the transitional provisions should clearly state there
will be no changes to the waythe industry is prudentially regulated (as opposed to by whom)
untilatleastl July 2016. This will givethe Department of Health, APRA, Treasury and the
Industry time to settle into the new arrangements and help provide stability

Regarding changes postl July 2016, the Explanatory Memorandum states that APRA will
substantially use the current PHIAC standards. APRA confirmed at the industry meeting of 16''
January that it will essentially replace the word "Council" with "APRA" through the Standards
and Rules, and not makeother changes orimpose additional regulation without extensive
industry consultation
Consultation
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Prudentialregulation of private health insurers impacts howthe industry goes about!ts
business and the benefits it can offer members. Anychange to regulation involves changing
systems and processes. To help maintain the Government'sgoalofreducingred tape and not
Increasing It, It Is Important to ensure

. full, timely consultation with the industry to help reduce unintended consequences; and

. sufficienttimeframes to allowthe industry to update its systems and processes before
the change comes into effect.

We note that the prudentialstandard forcepital adequacy has recently changed and insurers
have made the relevant changes to their systems and practice. Moving regulators is another
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significantregulatory changeand open discussion between APRA and the industry is necessary
to ensure a smooth transition for both APRA and the industry

APRA noted during the industry consultation sessions that it will publish its standardsand Rules
forthe industry and consult broadly with the industry while developing those standards, We
lookforward to working closely with APRA to develop those standards to help reduce
unintended consequences and ensurethatthe new standards meetthe Government'sgoalof
reducing red tape, rather than increasing red tape

We are pleased that APRA and the Treasury havecommitted to joining the workthat Private
Healthcare Australia and the Department of Health are doing to streamline the Private Health
Insurance Rules. As discussed on 16'' January, given that the Department and Private
HealthcareAustralia have already commenced substantial workon this issue, it makes sense
for APRAand the Treasury to join the Working Group, rather than doingseparate workon the
same Rules. We lookforward to meeting APRA andthe Treasury on 5'' February.
Structure

The Exposure Draftis for a new Bill. We urge You to use this opportunity to modernisethe
legislation that governs private health insurers and theirregulators. The current Act and Rules
contain manyexceptions and some exceptions to exceptions. This results in legislation that is
overly complex and difficulttofollow for both regulatorsand the industry.

The following changes would help streamline the Exposure Draft Bill and make it easier to
administer and comply with

I. Definitions should refer directly to section numbers, rather than just referring to an Act
and usersthen having to look up the dictionary in that other Act.

2. A logical structure would help make the Act more readable, so that it tells a story and is
easier to followfor all users - we suggest the following structure
. Insurersobligations -whatinsurersare required to do;
. Regulatory powers and triggers - What powersdo regulators have rinsurers don't

comply with theirobligations?And whattriggers those powers tooperate?
. Worstcasescenario-external management, termination, Federal Court

3. Simpler legislative drafting would makethe provisions easier to follow. The Act should be
written in the modern legislative style:
. state the principle/whatitismeanttodo;
. giveexample/notes ifnecessary;and
o provideexceptionsifnecessary

4. Ensuretermin0to8y is consistentacross alllegislation that applies to private health
insurers. For example, Part 5 of the Exposure Draft Bill uses both the terms "Appointed
Actuary" and "Actuary". Ifthere is a substantive difference between the two terms, this
should be made clear

Pleasefind attached our interim specific comments on the PI/'vetoHea/th/DSUrance
0'1udent/;91Superv/:SIon) 8/1/2075
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We are keen to meet with You tofurtherdiscuss waysto ensurethatthe PHIAC to APRA
legislative package reduces red tape and unnecessary regulation. Please contact me on (02)
6202 1000with any queries

Yours sincerely,

.

HONDRMICHAELARMITAGE

CHIEFEXECUTIVEOFFICER

Attachments:

I - f
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ATTACHMENT ONE:Interim Specific Comments on Private Health /DSUrance(Prudent/;?/
SuperVIE;/On)8/7/2075
Partl

4: definition of "business rules"- the Exposure Draftincludes a definition of "business rules"
which does riotrefer backto the PHI Act. It would be clearer to refer to the PHI Act, rather than
create a new definition, as the Bill does for other definitions

Part 2

12: The equivalent section in the PHI Act 2007, section 126.0(3), states "the applicant must
also provide a COPYofits rules to the Secretary of the Department. " Wherewillthis
requirement sitin the new legislation package?

150): This section states that APRA may grant the application subjectto such terms and
conditionsasAPRA considers appropriate. Previously this has been based on the PHI
(Registration) Rules and the ability to comply with obligations under the Act. The regulations
CACt, Explanatory Memorandum or Rules) should provide more clarity on the terms and
conditions APRA will expect and consider in granting applications for registration
15(3): This section seems to be related to restricted access insurers, however this is not clear
Please clarify.

15(5): The current PHI(;?eg/Strat/On)Pu/esset outrestricted accessgroupsforrestricted
access insurers. Please clarify wherethis will be catered form the new legislative package

19(3)(b): This refers to the Private Health Insurance Ombudsman. As this function is moving to
the OfficeofCommonweaith Ombudsman. We suggest using this opportunity to update this.
This also applies to section 19(6)(b)

This demonstrates the issues associated with presenting the Bills to change private health
insurance regulation separately. No doubt, there will be othersuch issues that have notyet
been discovered in the currentand future proposed Billsand subordinate legislation
Part4

910): This appears to increase regulation of the industry. Div163 of the PHIAct provides for
Prudential Standards to be complied with by insurers. The proposed subsection relates to
standards "that must be complied with by, or/hrebt/bn to, private health insurers". The
additional words "in relation to" are unnecessary and likely to create additional confusion -
pleaseremovethem

91(9) and 172<4): The power to make, varyand revokestandards and rules is able to be
delegated to APRA staffat an executive level. This is very differentfrom current regulation,
which can only be changed by a majority decision of independent Council members, who are
much more seniorthan executive level staff. This powershould be limited to APRAmembers.

Ifyou proceed with this change, please explain in the Explanatory Memorandum the reasons
behind this change and how the new regulation will ensurethere ise sufficientlevelofscrutiny
of these decisionsand also consultation with industry during the development/changing of
standards

92: This is a significant change and has the potential to tie uptime and resources of both the
regulators and industry dealing with non-material breaches. The section states that a standard
is stillvalid whether or not APRAfails to fulfilits obligation to advise those affected. Defences
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for non-compliance, however, seem to have been omitted from the Bill. Notification
requirements should be inserted back into the Bill. In addition, the Bill should codify current
regulatory practiceand state that only material breaches of prudentialstandards will be
punished. This will reduce both Government and industry resources tied up in dealing with non-
material breaches

940)(a)(i): Please insert a materialitythreshold, as is the casefor paragraph (11) and elsewhere
in the Bill.

96: Again, this section provides broader and more explicit directions powers. It is unnecessarily
broad and unclear(further details below)

960)(b): This is anothersignificant expansion of regulatory powers. APRAwould be
empowered to remove a directorfrom office, including a CEO orsenior management member.
This is not currently possible, even when a fund is being externalIy managed. Please revertto
the current powers.

96<1)(f): The terminology"financial accommodation"is unnecessarily vague and needs
clarification. For example, does it includegranting suspensionsto policy cover and the waiving
of waiting periods?

960)(g):"undertake any liability under any policy"is unclear and requires clarification. For
example, private health insurers do not"undertake"liability when they assessand pay a benefit
according to existing policy conditions. IfAPRAwill havethe power to direct an insurer notto
pay benefits contractualIy required under its policies, then this must be stated expressly in the
legislation and explained in the Explanatory Memorandum

An APRAdirection in relation to (1)(g) could contravene community rating one of the
fundamentals of the Australian private health insurance system

103: The obligation for Directors and Officers to ensure insurers comply with regulator
directions was covered under SI63-20 of the Private Health Insurance Act. Under the proposed
Billthese offences can now occur continually over multiple days and criminal liability has been
applied without a corresponding requirement fordishonesty. Please remove the criminal
penalty and ensure a one-off penalty, unless exceptional circumstances exist

As stated above, any changes/differences should be fully explained in the Explanatory
Memorandum.

Part5

This Partis largely based on Une/DSUranceActand brings private health insurance appointed
actuaries under APRA's existing processes. This Partagain appears to impose additional
regulation on the industry

Various sections of this Part compelthedisclosureofinformation and documents without
referring to the protection of legal privilege. This Partshould be amended to includea specific
provision to ensurethe protection of legal privilege in the same manner that Part6 includes
section 149.

Part6

126: APRA can investigate risk equalisation trustfund issues. Please provide further details in
the Explanatory Memorandum of how riskequalisation will work under the new regulatory
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127,128 and 131: enforcement of these sections could include imprisonment(see SI47). This
seems overly harsh for failureto provide information or a reportin a reasonable time and
should be replaced with a financial penalty

129: The powers under this section are too broad and introduce significant uncertainty and
duplication. The roleofthe Department of Health is to protect consumers, by overseeing
portability, community rating etc. However this section appears to expand the powers of APRA
tooverlapthose of the Department of Health. This imposes additional, unnecessary red tape
and regulation on the industry

Subsection (1) introduces new uncertainty for insurersand seemsto conflictwith other legal
requirements. For example, directors have a fiduciary dutyto shareholders, rather than policy
holders under the Corporations Law

This power may be exercised in circumstances whereAPRA reasonably suspectsthatthe
affairs of the insurer are being carried on in a way "that is not in the interests of the policy
holdersofa health benefitfund" conducted by the insurer. This appears to contradictthe
following actions that are legal under the Private Health Insurance Act:

(a) alter a private health insurance productto no longer cover a particulartreatment;
(b) reduce the benefits that apply under a particular productfora particulartreatment;
(c) cease toofferinsurance under particular products and migrate current policyholders to

different products offered by the insurer (i. e. ,'forced migration');
(d) make payments outofthe health benefitsfund in circumstances that take advantage of

and comply with the conditions in subsection 137-10(5) of the PHIAct;
(e) risk-rating for health-related business comprising the insuring of persons who are not

eligible persons under the Medicare regime (excluding of course, holders of overseas
student health cover policies); or

(f) changes in the non-regulated business affairs of a private health insurer, i. e. , activities
undertaken by the same entity that are neither health insurance business nor health-
related business and which have no connection to the insurer's health benefits fund(s)

Section 129 should be altered as follows

. introduceamaterialitytest;

. add a requirement that APRA suspect breaches of the Prudentiai Regulation Act orthe
PHIAct; and

. ensurethatAPRAdiscusses issues priortocommencingan investigation
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